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Base On One Of The Best Selling Cantonese Phrase Book  

A Fast & Easy Way To Learn 
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Made In Hong Kong 

Instant Cantonese Cafe



Enrich

Understanding new
mindsets, how to
develop appropriate 
attitudes, behaviour
and act effectively in 
achieving results.

Knowing the culture
insight perspectives for 
better appreciation and 
comprehension of cultural 
condition, customs.

Engage

Speaking the language 
transform experience 
through participation.

 Learn 

Business & Personal Programs 



Reviews

Dear Mr. Loh 
Instant Cantonese Cafe works, our staff got a lot out of the sessions and wants to sign up for more classes. 
there’s just nothing like this out there, appreciate your energy and humour we all had a good time. 
Setinadfe Lorokis 

 
I want to thank you for an amazing class, it was a special evening enjoyed by all 

Vic Council to Irland and Hong Kong 
Consulate General Irland 



What Learners are saying
I want to thank you for an amazing class, it was a special evening enjoyed by all 

Vic Council to Irland and Hong Kong 
Consulate General Irland 

Your way of coaching and team building teaching and delivering bridges the culture and brings the leaner 
closer together to greater appreciate and understand our workplace environment.

AXA Asia Regional Office
Regional Human Resources 
Human Resources Business Partner - Learning and Talent Development

Bill quickly taught me the basics of the local Cantonese language in order to help me make myself understood in Hong 
Kong,His work ethic and interest to help me achieve my desired language proficiency was stimulating, and I respect what he 
has done and will do as a teacher. Thus, I recommend him highly.

Mr Nieuwenhuijs 

Hi Bill
We really got a lot out of the course, it was fun and really useful for our colleagues, we had great feedback from the 
learners peculiarly the way coaching and culture insights are incorporated. Wonderful way too learn Cantonese.
Tim Conway 

HR Head. Spearhead Inc.



Nay Ho Ma? 

My name is Bill Loh and I am the co author of Instant Cantonese a popular Cantonese language book for leaners first published in 1996, 22 years ago. 

This little book works because we catered for the why and how people wanted to learn Cantonese and made it simple for the learners to do just that. 

We have distilled the book into a class,“Instant Cantonese Cafe” it is a instant success, organisations like Axa Insurance, Irish Embassy and many more are 
loving the course.  

Why ? Because beside making it easy to learn Cantonese, we added cutting edge professional training skills from coaching, neuroscience, positive 
psychology,team building, and negotiation, to make the class jump and fun.  
The saying, we learn better when we enjoy what we do is so true.  

There’s some big take aways for “Instant Cantonese Cafe”on the personal and business level, at work and at play.  
Most importantly it helps people to feel more at home and bring people closer together across cultures. 

Because I am delivering this course personally, there are 5 more bookings left for 2018. If you or your organisation are interested, Kindly sent me a email 
right away to express your interest.  

Mm-Goy-Sigh  

Thank you  

Bill Loh  



It is the fastest, easiest and a fun way to learn 

You action by using practical and useful phrases 

You understand by attuning to customs and neounces   

Improve your influence,communicate & negotiation skills   

Based on Language Coaching not teaching

5 Reasons Why Instant Cantonese Cafe Rocks  



Some Cool Topics 



 

Format
4 Sessions cycle levels course based on course book Instant 
Cantonese Co written by Bill Loh

Structure

Taught face-to-face in small groups

Complemented with online and offline material

Quizzes to deepen recall 

Pocket handbook
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Coach / Author 
Executive Coach Instant Cantonese 
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Contact Bill Today 

Instant Cantonese Cafe

w.billloh@gmail.com 
bill loh coaching.com

http://coaching.com

